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abstract

In this paper we propose a dynamic method for depth imaging recovery based on as mixture of signals that are integrated into a novel convolutional network. The proposed convolutional network
contains three important layers, which are used to project high dimensional data into a much lower
dimension of space and can be flexibly applied for missing data completion and reconstructing
a complete depth image with consistent distribution. In our framework, the input include depth
image and color image; by using CNN learning, the framework output the corresponding recovered depth image. To filter out unnecessary details and improve the edges of the grey image, we
designed a preprocessing procedure with data augmentation strategy to regenerate and increase the
essential training data. Also, we propose a adapted weight loss function for the neural network
training to improve the learning efficiency. This algorithm has been tested on public dataset and
shows satisfactory results on many challenging scenarios. We compare the output image with the
ground truth and demonstrate the accuracy can reach over 90 percent on the estimated depth map.
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Introduction

Depth cameras have become more portable and affordable ? ? giving us an opportunity to use them
to improve performance in vision associated matters such as recognition, tracking, segmentation,
and reconstruction. To solve issues like black holes around edges and noise being much stronger
than the color image, depth image denoising and enhancement are applied. Here, the denoising
step is used to fix corrupted isolated pixels and small regions. The enhancement step aims to
improve image details, especially the edges of the depth image ? . Multiple image processing
methods such as joint bilateral filtering ??? , image reconstructing ? , spatial temporal relationship ? ,
cost-volume ? , wavelet tight frame ? and low rank matrix ? ? were developed and they all based on
color-depth relationship. Deep learning

? ? ? ?

. The improvement of the image quality is shown

in Fig-1. In order to improve the quality of the depth image, denoise and enhance convolutional

Figure 1: The flowchart of DE-CNN based depth image denoising and improvement

neural network (DE-CNN) was proposed. DE-CNN is a pixel-wise generative network with three
layers where each layer has a different purpose. The first layer is for high dimensional projection,
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second is for missing data completion and third is for image reconstruction ? .
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DEPTH DENOISE AND ENHANCE CONVOLUTION NEURAL NETWORK (DE-CNN)

Pixel-wise generative model is used to solve the denoising and enhancement problem depth images. By using SRCNN ? and FCNN ? , the convolutional neural network and design the DE-CNN
framework were produced. By using DE-CNN three layer, we do the following: 1) The full connection layer is not employed ? . 2) Add the max pooling to screen out to certain corrupted values
to denoising ? . 3) Depth color image relationship and emphasis on the edges ??

Figure 2: The structure of DE-CNN

DE-CNN framework The three layers of DE-CNN are described below: High dimensional projection: This layer set consists of a convolution layer, a max pooling layer and a rectified linear
unit (ReLU) layer where the convolutional layer can extract invisible existing information, while
the max pooling process helps to screen out those black holes and noisy parts ? . Missing data completion: This layer also consists of a convolutional layer, a max pooling layer and a ReLU layer.
The convolutional layer fills up the missing depth image, and the max pooling layer discards the
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visual information and keeps the depth data ? Image reconstruction: In this layer, the convolution
step is only used to generate the final output of the depth image because all the other layers (max
pooling and reLU) can waste this layer.

Loss function definition The loss function is used to focus on edges and it treats every part
equally. The function is defined as the following where M is the weighted map and IO and IG
represent the network output and ground-truth images individually ? :
fl oss = ||M.(IO − IG )||2
Next we set the values around the edge close to 1 and the values in the smooth parts can be lower
after getting the edge information from the ground depth image.
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DATA PREPROCESSING AND AUGMENTATION

The relationship between color and depth are used in ? . To complete the hole-filling and denoising
tasks in a depth image, we use depth and gray images collectively.

Gray image pre-process To eliminate useless parts and highlight important details, gray image
pre-processing method is used. In Figure 3. We can see the six steps of pre-processing: intensity
equalization, bilateral filtering, edge extraction, watershed segmentation, segment average padding
and intensity quantization ? . Out of these six steps, watershed segmentation and segmentation
average padding are used to grab the unique intensity pixels into the same region then all the
useless details are faded and the edges are highlighted.
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Depth image pre-processing and training data augmentation The first step is to drop training
patches whose corresponding groundtruth data contains black areas ? . Figure-3 shows the pre
processing procedure. Another issue is the having limited number of samples majorly black hole

Figure 3: The pro-process procedure of gray images.

samples. Filling and padding of the black area is going to be the most challenging part of the depth
image enhancement. Figure 4 shows analytics of all the black pixels connected in every patch.
There are too many patches with 15 connected black pixels and in order to increase the patches ? ,
we use a hyperbolic curve for probability distribution to identify the set.. ?1 and ?2 (0 ¡ ?1 ¡ ?2
¡ 1), patches with pi less than ?1 are eliminated by this probability; patches of larger than ?1 but
less than ?2 are kept by this corresponding probability; patches with greater than ?2 are duplicated
according to their pi ? . We will now propose a new strategy by duplicating individual patches by
rotating specific chosen patch by 90 degrees, 1800 degrees or 270 degrees. The result is shown in
Figure 4b.
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Figure 4: The histogram of the number of connected pixels in the training data (a) and processed
data set (b).
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Experiments

We will now detail the structure of DE-CNN and compare our methods with two state-of-the-art
depth denoising and enhancement methods in terms of speed, PSNR, and visual effects ? . The
Middlebury dataset ?

?

consists of 30 pairs of ground-truth depth and color images ? . In order to

simulate the noisy pictures, the authors manually added black holes in the depth images.

DE-CNN framework evaluation In this experiment, we will use two images as test images and
28 of the Middlebury set as the training data. We position the first unit as a convolutional layer of
size 1 9 9 128, a 5 5 max pooling layer and a ReLU layer. The second unit consists of a 1281164
convolutional layer, a 3 3 max pooling layer and a ReLU. A single 64551 convolutional layer acts
as the last unit ? . Well use two aspects two aspects: single depth input vs. joint depth-RGB input;
Euclidean loss function vs. edge based weighted loss function to compare the structure.
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Input data comparison We will now compare the following inputs: single depth, joint depth and
color input. The large black hole areas have been better padded with clear edges, such as the long
brush in test figure one ? . Figure-5 and Table-1 shows the input validation.

Figure 5: The DECNN setting comparison: (a) single depth input; (b) joint depth and RGB input;
(c)joint input with preprocessing and weighted loss function.

Figure 6: The PSNR comparison of different settings on two testing figures.

Loss function To focus on the black holes and edges, we will use edge based weight maps as
weighted loss function. In summary, these experiments have demonstrated the effectiveness of our
network design and data preparation ? .
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Comparison with other algorithms Now we will compare DE-CNN with another two recent
algorithms that deliver the best results among others. We denote the low rank matrix completion
method ? as LRMC and the data-driven tight framework ? as DDTF in the following ? . To compare,
well use 30 images in the Middlebury dataset and compare the methods for their quality, PSNR
and efficiency. Quality: The results are shown in Figure 6 an the quality is almost same except

Figure 7: The visual quality comparison of our DE-CNN with two other methods. First row: input
depth image; second row: LRMCs results; third row: DDTFs results and fourth row: proposed
DE-CNN results.
the edges where the DE-CNN are sharper than the other methods. PSNR: All the 30 images PSNR
results are summarized in Table 2. Speed: In order to process the a 352395 depth image using the
NVIDIA TITAN X GPU, DE-CNN took 0.033 seconds.
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Figure 8: PSNR(dB) comparison
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Conclusion

We propose a novel convolutional neural network DE-CNN for pixel-wise depth image denoising
and enhancement ? . From the experiments above, the model has high performance and high computational efficiency. This model can be applied towards real world image processing applications.
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